
Impact of U.S. Financial Regulatory Reform On Global
Banking Groups

APRIL 2, 2014

This seminar, hosted by Transnational Legal Studies, will focus on the

impact of US financial regulatory reform on global banking groups. Leading

legal, government and industry authorities will address the key policy areas

and business issues of importance, including the enhanced prudential

standards for large FBOs; risk governance, litigation and enforcement; the

Volcker Rule; recovery and resolution planning; and OTC derivatives

(including swap dealers). This event will present a particularly valuable

opportunity to learn about the latest developments in the ongoing

implementation of these reforms, and benefit from a cutting-edge view of

the road ahead. 

WilmerHale Partner Stephanie Avakian will be a featured speaker at this

event, and participate in a panel entitled "Risk Governance, Litigation and

Enforcement." The panel will focus on the current US litigation and

enforcement environment and what the future holds for the industry.
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